PERSONALIZED MUSIC COMPILATIONS
recordings or playlists arranged and curated BY GUEUSH

INTRODUCTION:
So you are looking for a refreshing sound for your brand, restaurant, shop or project.
Changing dusty background music into personally selected uplifting sounds is what I do.
As a DJ and record collector my knowledge for music reaches beyond what Spoﬁy can offer.
Ever since the music evolution, digging into sounds was what I did before Spotify even excisted.
Although I must say, it made the digging and discovering music a lot easier for us.
Nowadays you can ﬁnd a lot of sounds on Spotify, even for a non music lover there is plenty to discover, but for some
people this web of music can also be an overwhelming thing. That’s why you need a professional music connaisseur
to help you arranging these sounds in the style you would love without any stress.
See it as a well organised wardrobe, a storytelling piece of art or a homemade cake brought to you with a lot of love.
Once you’ll receive the playlist, this will give you the same feeling of satisfaction.
HOW IT WORKS:
We meet up and talk about what your wishes are musicaly. I analyse and will check which sounds ﬁt to your project.
Thinking of lounge, house, disco, funk, groovy tunes, ballads, rock, indie, pop, ... you name it. Everything is possible.
Onces we have an idea that ﬁts your style and concept, it is my turn to work something out.
These playlists are personalised. You can share them with your clients to give them something special or you just
keep it for yourself to ﬁll in the space of your brand, concept, bar of restaurant with a unique vibe.
Because my name is on it, we decide the artwork and style together.
The arrangement of the playlist cannot be adjusted as this is for me a form of art. You do not mess up someone’s art.
Your playlist is unique, made by someone who understands music as a profession. Your playlist will live a lifetime.
PRICES:
SPOTIFY PLAYLISTS:
40 track playlist = 2 hours arranging and selecting the ﬁnest tunes (incl. initial interview) = 250 euro’s
80 track playlist = 3,5 hours arranging and selecting the ﬁnest tunes (incl. initial interview) = 385 euro’s
* adjustements need to be made to the playlist = 25 euro/half an hour
UNIQUE MIXTAPES:
Unique mixtapes are recordings made by GUEUSH as a DJ which are only made for your organisation.
1 hour recording: 250 euro
2 hours recording: 350 euro
3 hours recording: 400 euro
+3 hours*: on demand
* maximum is 4 hours else I would recommend to book me as a DJ for your event/brand opening.
* prices include research, downloaded ﬁles, mixing, working hours, ﬁnetuning, visual art.
EXAMPLE:
Scan the QR code on the right bottom of this page.
More info about me: www.gueush.com

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
As we settle an agreement, means you also agree with the terms & conditions.
- artwork will be approved by GUEUSH
- setlist will not be changed, shuffled or splited or added on. Any adjustments are not allowed within the playlist,
because it’s an art form made my an artists which has took his time to make a compilation and brings a story to life.
- adjustements need to be made to the playlist = 25 euro/half an hour

